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President’s Report
David Genford
President, AEU Tas. Branch

It’s been a very big year for the AEU and my first full 
year in the role as President. I’ve tried to divide the 
year up into different themes and cover what has 
happened in those areas.

Building the relationship with other Unions

It has been a conscious decision to try and build our 
relationships with all unions affiliated with Unions 
Tasmania. We have had staff join in with actions 
against Medicare, Harvey Norman, Metro and Hobart 
Private Hospital. We were also very proud to make a 
donation to the AMWU and their McCain protest on 
the north west coast. We have also been present at 
Workers Memorial Day, Firefighters Memorial Day and 
joined in with others as part of an ACTU blitz of Bass 
and Braddon for the election. I think it is crucial to 
remember that we are part of a greater union movement 
and by supporting others taking action, we can see 
improvements for workers and also build a relationship 
that will see other unions join our actions, if required, 
later in the year.

The Tasmanian Media

Our communications team has been working hard  
to have more of a presence in the media. The year  
has seen us produce many op eds, lots of press 
releases and we’ve also been available for TV, radio 
and print interviews whenever required. We want to be 
the voice for public education and this strategy has 
seen media approach us when school issues are 
raised, as they realise the importance of the AEU and 
who we represent. The feedback we have received has 
been very positive with our message on point and 
reflective of what has been happening in schools, 
colleges & TAFE.

Federal Election

The federal election saw mixed results. Tasmania 
shunned the national swing but overall, a Labor 

government was elected. Based on the policies put  
up by the two major parties, this should be seen as  
a positive for public education. The new Education 
Minister, Jason Clare, has already zoomed in to a 
federal executive meeting, talking up the relationship 
that can be built with the AEU and the new government. 
Regarding the Tasmanian results, there will be a lot of 
questions that need to be asked, but I was proud of 
the efforts that we put in, especially in the targeted 
seats of Bass and Braddon. We worked with the ACTU  
in these electorates, spreading the positive message,  
but as mentioned, reflection will need to take place.

Working with the DoE

There have been some partnerships taking place  
with the Department as we continue to try and make 
improvements outside of agreement negotiations.  
The Education Workforce Roundtable has been 
focussed on getting quality teachers into the system, 
and working with the University of Tasmania to try and 
get more graduates into the system ready to teach.  
I have my concerns about the reliance we put on the 
University and the difficulty the group has had in trying 
to help our isolated schools. I will continue to try and 
work with this group to make further advancements. 

The Reporting review steering committee has brought 
about changes to the way reporting is communicated 
with families. Has it been perfect? No, but when schools 
have got it right, we have seen an improvement to 
workload and those long nights writing comments that 
wouldn’t be seen for a month. There is more work to 
do to ensure best practice is in all schools and we give 
teachers a voice in feedback as to how the changes 
have gone. The LGBTQIA+ working group has met 
regularly to discuss how we can improve the DoE’s 
current policy. I am able to feed to the group information 
from our queer working group and continue to see this 
group as a priority. 

A proposed transfer agreement and term alignment 
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were both posed by the DoE but after initial discussions 
and concerns have seen no further movement. We are 
especially keen to get a fairer transfer agreement in 
place. There are also concerns about the Prinicpal’s 
Reclassification work, especially the tying of progression 
to the PDP process. We have plans in place to form a 
principal’s advisory group to help guide this process. We 
also want to see a thorough review into the Educational 
Adjustments model the DoE introduced and we want to 
see this start in 2023. The moderation process needs 
to be improved.

COVID-19

One of the most divisive issues I’ve had to deal with 
has been the government’s response to COVID-19  
and the plans they have put in place. We received a 
number of emails providing feedback that we aren’t 
doing enough or that we’re doing too much. I am very 
thankful to the steady advice of our Executive that 
instructed me to follow the public health advice and 
ensure the DoE was following it. That is where my 
focus lied. I could not influence every decision the 
government or DoE made, but we advocated strongly 
and at times successfully, to ensure more was done.  
It wasn’t perfect, the government didn’t always listen 
and more should have been done, but without our 
advocacy, I think things could have been a whole lot 
worse. The push for stronger consultation with the 
AEU needs to continue and will be on my agenda for 
this coming year.

Negotiations

It has been a frustrating process for the teacher’s 
agreement with the government continually pushing 
for a one year deal. They wouldn’t put forward any 
suggestions for how they could see things improved  
in schools. A short-term deal was agreed to, a sign of 
good will to help schools get through COVID-19 and 
allow for staff who are willing to work above their 
instructional load but be paid for it. However, the point 
that has hurt me most and been a deep learning 
experience was that a promise attached to the deal, 

continued negotiations starting on or before April 1 
never eventuated. As of June 30, we do have a  
new meeting booked in for July, but this isn’t good 
enough and worries me for what might be back at the 
negotiation table. With the PSUWA deal to start in the 
next year, we need to stay firm to our model of getting 
feedback from members and working hard to get 
through the solutions they see as being beneficial for 
them. Our teacher’s log is sound, we will work to do the 
same for our ESP members too, but with the current 
government, I fear a long process in front of us.

I would like to finish by touching on Hillcrest Primary 
school. The tragedy that unfolded in December not 
only hurt the local community hard but the Tasmanian 
and Australian community too. Nothing can change 
what happened but I am very proud of our team and 
the support they provided to all staff at Hillcrest. 
Michelle Rippon has continued to be a rock for those 
staff and Steve Smith provided invaluable help to 
those staff during the days that followed the incident. 
The way the whole community rallied around everyone 
was amazing, but we know that this support needs to 
continue to be provided for a long time to come.

It’s been a big year for the AEU and I’m proud of our 
team for the work they’ve done, but we also know that 
we aren’t perfect and work hard to continue to try and 
improve ourselves and the organisation. That’s what  
I’ll stand by for the upcoming 22/23 year. 
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State Manager Report
Brian Wightman
State Manager, AEU Tas. Branch

It gives me great pleasure to present the Australian 
Education Union – Tasmanian Branch 2021/2022 
Annual Report and provide an overview of the AEU’s 
activities and achievements over the past twelve months. 

During the financial year we steadfastly remained 
focused on delivering outcomes for members. 
Guided by our Strategic Plan, Branch staff worked 
diligently to deliver objectives underpinned by our 
Organisation Purpose and Core Values. 

The Branch staff are outstanding and committed  
to the pursuit of improved conditions and wages  
for educators. 

They are also committed to each other and the Branch 
took steps to providing internal cover for various tasks 
and jobs to support leave and unpredictable challenges 
that we inevitably faced.

Branch staff participated in several professional 
learning opportunities throughout the year including 
Mental Health First Aid Training, which was identified 
as an area of priority to support our members.

The Branch formulated and consolidated an industrial 
Log of Claims aimed at ensuring the bargaining process 
could be streamlined and succinct. Sadly, this wasn’t 
the case with the State Government, despite having 
our prospectus detailing the needs of educators for 14 
months, delayed negotiations and failed to fully cost  
or make decisions regarding our Log of Claims. To be 
frank, the industrial negotiations with the Rockliff State 
Government have been dreadfully frustrating process, 
devoid of respect, and tedious at best.

In the interim, Branch Executive and Council signed off 
on a 12-month Agreement to deal with the challenges 
of the Covid pandemic. Permitting teachers to cover 
classes above instructional load when all relief 
teaching options had been exhausted was not ideal 
but did provide an avenue for increased payments as 
cost-of-living challenges began to surface.

Branch staff heard daily of the teacher shortage crisis 
that hit our state during the financial year. And 
although the state government had warning of this 
looming crisis, they were outflanked by governments 
across the country who offered initiatives such as 
incentive payments to attract the best and brightest.  
In Tasmania, the state government sat on its hands.

The Branch prosecuted the need for intervention in the 
teacher shortage crisis. There were several options 
offered by the Union, but the reaction was either too 
slow or too conservative, leading teachers and support 
staff exhausted, and relief coordinators overworked 
and unpaid for additional duties. 

Branch staff supported schools through the ongoing 
crisis, making regular visits to boost morale and 
canvass the challenges faced members. Unfortunately, 
at time of reporting, there appears no end in sight, 
particularly when educators are the lowest paid in the 
country when compared to their mainland counterparts.

Despite our best efforts, including a heroic push by 
Branch staff and elected representatives, The TasTAFE 
industrial relations-busting policy of the state government 
was passed by both houses of State Parliament. 

The policy achieved just one goal, removing teachers 
from the protections and hard-won conditions of the 
Tasmanian Public Service, placing them at the behest 
of the Fair Work Australia Commission. 

Several policy and advocacy wins were achieved during 
the financial year when we combined the hard-working 
nature of Branch staff with the enthusiasm and passion 
for the profession, which our educators bring to the 
roles that they perform in our schools and colleges 
each day. 

The Branch Executive and Council continued to drive 
the policy positions of the organisation and provide 
invaluable support and guidance to our team. Their 
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willingness to give freely of their time to drive the 
strategic thinking of the Branch should not go 
unacknowledged. 

Further, the role of Workplace Reps does not go unnoticed 
with their efforts to attend training, join campaigns, 
lead workshops at our annual conference, and contribute 
to the well-being of colleagues - an invaluable and 
unpaid service for our members. 

Principal members were again front and centre of 
advocacy efforts. Regrettably, the Principal 
Reclassification stalled because of the state government’s 
determination to link progressions in the new system 
to outcomes determined in Professional Development 
Plans. For the AEU Principal Reference Group, this is a 
threshold matter, and they have very clearly outlined 
concerns including the process of assessment and the 
potential move towards performance-based pay. The 

Branch would like to thank Peter Bird for his work in 
this space.

As State Manager, it was a pleasure to work with 
Branch President, David Genford. We formed a close 
working relationship and were able to bounce off each 
other as we navigated a significant number of 
meetings in pursuit of decent wages and improved 
conditions for our members.

David and I continued our monthly interactions with 
the Secretary, Tim Bullard and Deputy Secretary, Kane 
Salter, as we discussed and debated a range of 
strategic and operational matters of importance.

Pleasingly, the AEU has also made progress in placing 
the Branch on a sustainable financial footing, evidence 
by a surplus of $128,139 against the predicted 
$13,013 fiscal year position.
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Branch Structure
Australian Education Union Tasmania
June 2022
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Strategic Framework

Organisational Purpose 

We recruit, retain, and organise educators, using our collective 
power to improve public education policy, increase respect for 
educators, and secure better working and learning conditions  
for members and students. 

Core Values 

1. Continual improvement in member training and support. 

2. Retention and growth in member numbers. 

3. An inclusive, effective, responsive, and professional 
organisational culture. 

4. Powerful advocacy and a strong professional voice. 

5. Member-led industrial campaigns to increase participation  
and improve workplace conditions. 

6. Effective use of member resources.
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Branch Executive/Council
Australian Education Union Tasmania
As at 30 June 2022

Branch Executive and Branch Council is made up of members, elected by members, to undertake the task of decision 
making for the union. Branch Executive (dealing with the more day to day issues) meet for a minimum of 11 meetings 
per year and Branch Council (dealing with overall strategic direction and peak decision making) meet 4 times a year. 
Positions are held for a three year term, the current office holders were declared on 9 March 2021.

See Appendices 1 and 2 for details of attendance at Branch Executive/Council in 2021-22.

Branch Executive membership

President David Genford

Deputy Presidents:

DoE Lucie Cornelius

TAFE Simon Bailey

Secondary Colleges Laura Russell

Education Support Personnel Mandy Jackson

Executive Members

Claire Bugg Terri Coombes

Alison Jales Nanna Jansen-Munday

Shane Oldfield Peter Young

State Manager Brian Wightman

Branch Council membership

ALLEN, Ian DUNCAN, David JANSEN-MUNDAY, Nanna SABOL, Tristan

ADAMS, Tanya DUNCAN, Lauren KING, Belinda SIMPSON, Bradley

ANDERSON, Rachel FODEN, Susan KING, Harriet STEVENS, Jo

BAILEY, Simon FOGG, Samuel LAIRD-VALENTINE, Margaret SMIT, Henk

BARTHOLOMEW, Lisa FRECH, Nicolas LOONE, Simone TAYLOR, Lisa

BREWER, Deb GEALE, Sallyann MULCASTER, Ann-Maree THOLLAR, Fiona 

BROAD, James GENFORD, David MCKINNON, Cameron THOMAS, Ryan

BUGG, Claire GREEVES, Rebecca OLDFIELD, Shane VICKERS, Dianne 

CLIFFORD, Nicolas GRIFFIN, Heather PAPWORTH, Hannah VON SAMORZEWSKI, Damien

COATES, Joy HABERLE, Raymond PARK, Georgia WATSON, Tania

COOMBES, Terri HICKS, Peter PRESTON, Matthew WICKHAM, Marney

CORNELIUS, Lucie HOLGATE, Barbara REVELL-COOK, Peter-Maree WRIGHT, Benjamin

DEVEREUX, Lucy JACKSON, Mandy RICHARDSON, Rowan YOUNG, Peter

DJAKIC, Murat JALES, Alison RUSSELL, Laura
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Department of Education Report
Lucie Cornelius 
Branch Deputy President, Department of Education 
Branch Executive Member

The year 2021-2022 has proved to be yet another 
eventful one for the Department of Education. As  
a union we have continued to adapt, advocate and 
support members through the twists and turns of 
under-funded public education. Never has our union 
been more important.

The year began with the tightest COVID restrictions 
Tasmania had experienced. Mask wearing, mandatory 
vaccinations and isolation periods compounded 
existing issues in schools. Staff shortages were 
exacerbated and the difficulty of maintaining continuity 
of learning and building relationships placed extra 
stress on workload. As a union we were able to ensure 
rights of members were met and advocate for 
solutions that recognised workload and ensured safer 
working environments. Significantly, our interim 
agreement recognised the extra supervisions that 
teachers were asked to do and they were remunerated. 
Although COVID restrictions are no longer in place, the 
union grew its professional voice and influenced policy 
during key phases of the pandemic. 

The new reporting processes have begun to be 
implemented this year. We have seen a more nuanced 
9-point assessment scale that enables greater teacher 
discretion and acknowledgement of student growth. It 
is fantastic to see the work of joint DoE and AEU working 

groups come to fruition. Tracking the implementation 
of annotated work samples and parent communication 
will be crucial over the coming year. Again, consistency 
across schools is an issue that as a union we continue 
to tackle. Ensuring this initiative achieves its aim of 
reducing workload is paramount over the next year.

This year has once again seen our membership engage 
in industrial action as part of our Lifting Learning 
campaign. It is fantastic to see our membership grow 
when we take action, and the passion of our members 
to make a difference, not just to our working conditions 
but to the learning of our students. The speeches and 
engagement at various Stop Work Meetings is testimony 
to the commitment and resilience of our members. 
Crisis is an oft-used word that seems to have lost its 
power lately; however, it is a word that sums up the 
state of our schools. It frightens me that our workload 
and workplace stress has reached a point where 
educators are leaving in droves, working part time or 
becoming so unwell they cannot work at all. It heartens 
me that we have a strong union that is working together 
to make a change. Never has fighting for public 
education and our profession been more important 
and I thank all members and the union staff for their 
dedication and commitment to this fight.
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Education Support Personnel Report
Mandy Jackson
Branch Deputy President, Education Support Personnel
Branch Executive Member

Over 2021-2022 membership of the Education 
Support Sector (ESP) sector has continued to 
gradually increase while activism & involvement  
in the sector has improved greatly.

It has been so wonderful to see ESP members totally 
involved in their Union, be it simply by interaction on 
our social media pages, attending reps’ training and 
conference or taking that huge step and speaking out 
at stop work meetings or in the media.

Member knowledge of their industrial rights & 
responsibilities has improved out of sight with several 
members answering questions or giving advice to 
others on the social media pages where once it required 
Kathryn, David, or myself to hit the reply button.

You will have noticed the enthusiasm and passion of 
our ESP Branch Councillors who, together with other 
emerging member activists, spoke at the Stop Work 
meetings and in the media. I hope we/they can continue 
to increase the visibility and size of this now large group 
of AEU Tasmania members. 

It was wonderful to hear and see ESP members 
speaking in public, being interviewed in the media and 
standing up Union Proud with confidence and eloquence. 
Fantastic also to finally have the media interested in 
our stories and what we contribute to the education of 
each and every child or young person in our schools 
and colleges.

I am so personally grateful to our Branch Council and 
Executive for insisting the industrial campaign and 
resulting actions be by and for ALL members. 

Progress was slow on this when I joined Branch 
Council and Executive about two decades ago but has 
taken a major leap forward  during these last tough 
three years. We’ve supported each other in our schools 
and communities. At the beginning of my journey some 
executive members were still not aware that education 

support personnel could even be members of the mighty 
AEU let alone what we did and the range of roles we fill.

Now to see ESP and Teacher members side by side, 
not only better understanding each other’s workloads, 
roles, responsibilities and rights, but out there speaking 
up for each other and public education students and 
families in Tasmania makes me extremely proud to be 
union. Very rarely now do I need to remind anyone to 
use the word educator rather than teacher in reference 
to members for which I know you’ll all be very thankful. 
Thus, my work here is almost done!

Many new stars are beginning to appear in the ESP 
galaxy and my hope & fervent wish is that their 
enthusiasm and activism will be nurtured to provide  
a wealth of new union leaders and activists. 

It has been another long year and this campaign is 
unlikely now to be over before Christmas 2022.

I urge you all to maintain the rage, enjoy the summer 
despite la niña, and stay strong, with union values in 
your hearts and determination on your mind to win 
this campaign no matter how long and hard the fight.
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TasTAFE Report
Simon Bailey
Branch Deputy President, TasTAFE
Branch Executive Member 

We are now five months into what is TasTAFE as  
a Government Business Enterprise, and we are yet  
to see any positive outcomes. 

The changes made to the employment conditions have 
done nothing to attract more staff to the organisation. 
In fact, it appears that we still see experienced highly 
skilled staff leave or transfer away from the organisation 
with remaining employees becoming despondent about 
their employer using two different awards and agreements.

A better approach would be to offer equivalent 
conditions to its employees that reflect what is being 
paid on the mainland. How is it that a teacher at 
TasTAFE in Tasmania is expected to earn $10,000 less 
than their counterpart on the mainland? Educational 
mangers are paid $30,000 less than their mainland 
counterparts for doing the same job. Same job should 
equal same pay.

With the free TAFE course being rolled out in 2023 it  
is essential that TasTAFE address the current issues 
relating to attracting new staff and retaining the staff 
that it has. We are about to see the biggest investment 
into the public TAFE system in Australia in ten years 
and we cannot afford to allow this opportunity slip 
through our fingers.

I was fortunate enough to travel to Canberra for the 
National TAFE Day celebrations where I joined 40 other 
AEU members. We were involved in lobbying activities 
with Federal and State politicians with three key points 
coming to the forefront of the discussions. The free 
TAFE proposal will not work unless time is taken to 
ensure that the applicants have the correct skills to 
complete the qualification. Programs need funding  
for student support programs and TAFEs across 
Australia need to recruit new employees to meet the 
expected demand. 
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It was stressed that we do not want this to become 
another VET FEE Help fiasco that left students with 
nothing to show for their efforts and millions of 
taxpayer’s dollars wasted. Private providers are not 
involved in this program however they are already 
agitating that they need to be involved as “TAFEs can’t 
be trusted to deliver these programs”.

Now is the time to invest in our public TAFE system. 
We need to ensure that employees are paid wages 
that retain them in their positions, and attract highly 
skilled and knowledgeable support staff, teachers  
and managers into the sector. Unless this is done  
then the private providers will have their way and be 
given access to the free TAFE program, and no one 
wants to see this happen.

The TAFE Division has witnessed a turbulent 12 
months. We saw membership increase during our 
valiant effort to stop the transition to a GBE and  
now, just a few months later, the membership is 
starting to move backwards again.

Most actions and activities are left to the Executive to 
organise and coordinate which leads to a few doing a 
lot and does not support blooding in new members 
into these roles.

For the next four months, the Executive supported by 
the AEU will be leading a campaign to engage with 

members to become involved in the AEU activities so 
that we can hopefully fill vacant roles. It is essential for 
the TAFE Division that we have an active and engaged 
Executive and membership that can react to the 
issues which its members face.

On a positive note, the Branch Executive supported  
the employment of a TAFE Project officer due to 
TasTAFE not allowing me to continue in my role with 
the AEU. Tristan Sabol was interviewed and selected 
as the person to fill this role. Tristan has been an 
Executive member and has helped negotiate the last 
two TAFE Agreements so knows what the issues are 
that the membership faces.

Finally, at this stage, this will be my final annual report 
as President of the TAFE Division of the AEU. As I have 
moved into a nonteaching role within TasTAFE it has 
meant that I have limited ability to act for members  
in a way that I am accustomed. I will resign from this 
position in line with the calling of casual vacancies in 
February 2023.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the full 
AEU membership and employees for your support and 
the support that you have provided the TAFE Division. 
Without it, I am sure that we would have been cut 
down at the knees and left to die a slow death by our 
State and Federal Governments many years ago.
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Secondary Colleges Committee 
of Management Report
Laura Russell
Branch Deputy President, 
Secondary Colleges Committee of Management
Branch Executive Member

Firstly, SCCOM would like to acknowledge the 
contribution of Steve Harrison who resigned his 
position with the Department in January. In his work 
with SCCOM, Steve focussed on making student-
centred policy improvements to the delivery of 
Vocational Education and Training in schools and 
colleges. We thank him for his commitment and for 
sharing his expertise.

SCCOM has continued to focus on our consultative 
work in 2022. Although the implementation of the 9-12 
Curriculum Project has been significantly impacted by 
COVID-19, the planned roll-out of 2023 course options is 
on track. Unfortunately, problems with the policy platform 
and consultation process have persisted. Considering 
the lack of change in response to teacher concerns, 
SCCOM has resolved to withdraw from our ongoing 
consultation meetings with the 9-12 Project team. 

While this is a disappointing end to several years of work 
on this project, the committee feels that withdrawing 
(and directing members to withdraw from all non-
compulsory work on the new curriculum project) is the 
only viable option. Members teaching in years 11 & 12 
engaged in the extensive additional work associated with 
consultation in good faith and can no longer continue 
to engage in this work without seeing improvements 
to both the process and the quality of outcomes.

SCCOM has appreciated the opportunity this year to 
continue meeting regularly with TASC. Key focuses this 
year have included improving useability of curriculum 
documents, the TASC website and improving Quality 
Assurance processes for teachers.
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Finance Report
Leesa Walker
Accounts Manager

The auditors, Wise Lord and Ferguson, have signed off 
the audited accounts for the 2021/2022 financial year.

During this reporting period we anticipated a profit of 
$13,013. Due to tight financial controls and increased 
membership income, the AEU finished the year with  
a surplus of $128,139. The investment income and 
interest were down considerably due to the volatile 
market with the share portfolio. More information is 
available in Appendix 3 and 4.

Note: AEU member contributions were frozen in 2019 
and 2020, with contribution restructuring in December 
2020 and an Award update in system (salaries of 
members updated in system to reflect pay rises and 
promotions). 

Balance Sheet

The highlights as of 30 June 2022 were as follows:  
We have total equity of just over $6.1 million.

There is $1,419,020 in general cash reserves. Our 
share portfolio stands at $1,011,072. Our combined 
mortgage fund investment is just over $1.91 million. 
Overall, the balance sheet shows that the AEU is in a 
strong financial position. 

Staffing

The AEU operated with a staffing profile as outlined 
below across the financial year, with some new faces 
joining the organisation during 2021/2022, following 
the departure of some staff members.

AEU Staff Position FTE
Simon Bailey (Resigned 13/11/21) TAFE Deputy President 0.4
Peter Bird (Commenced 11/11/21) Principal Organiser 0.4
Harriet Binet Professional Officer 1.0
Nick Brown Executive Assistant 1.0
Adam Clifford (LWOP 25/10/21) Lead Organiser 0.9
Leeanne Clifford Southern Organiser 0.9 to 0.8
Ruby Clifford Membership Officer 1.0
Kaspar Deane (Resigned 30/6/22)) New Educator Organiser 0.6 to 0.4
Gerard Enniss North West & TAFE Organiser 1.0 to 0.6
David Genford President 1.0
Carol Hayers Membership Officer 0.8
Paul Kimbell Digital Officer 1.0
James Kitto Digital Organiser/Communications Officer 1.0
Bharti Kour Member Advisory Officer 1.0
Janet Lambert (Commenced 10/1/22) Lead Organiser 1.0
Kathryn Lee Northern & ESP Organiser, Women’s Officer 0.9
John O'Rourke (Resigned 22/9/21) Principal Organiser 0.6
Rowan Richardson (Commenced 31/1/22) New Educator Organiser 0.5
Steven Smith Senior Industrial Advocate 1.0
Michelle Rippon Northern Organiser 1.0
Jon Stanger Campaigns & Communications Team Leader 1.0
Amanda Walker Administration Officer 1.0
Leesa Walker Accounts Manager 1.0
Mitch Wilkinson Member Advisory Officer 1.0

Brian Wightman State Manager 1.0

Note: AEU owned property needs to be re-evaluated at the next appropriate opportunity.
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Membership trends

The 2021/2022 financial year saw a NET decrease to 
membership with a NET loss of 1.92%. Over 500 members 
joined for the period, and over 600 resigned during the 
same period. This is an improvement in membership 
growth compared to the previous financial year, 
however cancellations have also increased 
substantially

Membership Growth

Membership fluctuations for the financial year can  
be seen in the below graph. Monthly membership 
cancellations occur as an increasing trendline, and  
new members show a gradually decreasing trendline. 
This membership loss is also apparent in the monthly 
NET membership graph beneath. The severe drop  
in December can be partly attributed to an increase  
in retirements.
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Recruitment

For every member cancelling due to retirement  
or resignation from the Department of Education, 
a New Educator in their first six years of teaching 
joined. During the 2021-22 financial year 110 
members listed retirement as their reason for 
resignation and 183 New Educators joined the AEU

Factors relating to COVID-19 affected 
members, but options for support were 
provided to reduce cancellations. 

A 3-month contribution suspension was offered 
at the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak.  
This suspension was advertised and offered to 
members experiencing insecure employment or 
financial circumstances caused by COVID-19. 
Due to the effectiveness of this suspension in 
reducing cancellations it is still offered to 
members facing financial hardship and allows 
them to maintain access to the support of the AEU.

Flexible payment suspension options have 
assisted in retaining members and have been a 
valuable resource when supporting members in 
insecure financial circumstances. 

The Membership Team processed 
over 100 Reimbursements in the 
2021-22 financial year.

115 Teacher Registration Reimbursements for 
New Educator members were processed during 
the 2021-22 financial year. During the same 
period 18 WWVPC Reimbursements were issued.

Income – Membership Contributions

Income from membership contributions steadily 
increased after the stand down period in January 
when fixed term member’s contributions were 
suspended. A decrease is shown for the financial 
year overall following trend lines for membership 
such as stand down from December to February.

*Note that in months September and March  
there are 3 payroll runs as opposed to 2.  
These outliers have been removed in the graph  
(bottom right) to show trends more accurately.
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Lead Organiser
Janet Lambert
AEU Tasmania Branch

The Organising Team has been bolstered in 2022 with 
the appointment of a full-time Lead Organiser, starting 
in January. Centrally located in the Northern Office,  
the Lead Organisers’ appointment is designed to 
complement and provide a focal point for the already 
highly experienced team.

I want to thank the team for their continued diligence, 
commitment, and support for each other and me 
throughout this year. The Organising Team is a cohesive 
and well-organised group.

With the departure of part-time New Educator Organiser, 
Kaspar Deane, we are in the process of interviewing for 
a new Southern Organiser position to complete the group.

The team has been extremely busy, continuing to work 
within the challenging covid environment, supporting 
our reps and members, having to adapt our traditional 
face-to-face engagement and for reps briefings and 
training, moving into the online world. Despite this not 
being our preferred method of engagement, it has 

proven to be quite successful as an interim measure. 
We look forward to returning to face-to-face training 
when the situation allows.

Similarly, we have made the difficult decision to 
postpone our face-to-face Annual Reps Conference, 
moving to an online one-day version. We are confident 
that the online conference will be an engaging and 
interactive learning experience, with an array of fabulous 
Keynote speakers and presenters.

The Team’s continuous improvement focus is 
encapsulated throughout their term-by-term individual 
work plan development, and participation in targeted 
professional development -Including all Organisers 
participating in the ACTU’s Advanced Organiser training 
and Entry Permit Holder Training, specific database 
training, and team bonding opportunities. In addition, 
the team meets weekly to discuss their successes, 
and challenges, brainstorm solutions, support each 
other and prioritise organising and campaign work. 
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Whole team planning days have become an essential 
part of this process as well as one on one mentoring 
sessions with the Lead Organiser.

The Organising Team has collaborated with the 
Campaigns Team to develop, coordinate and 
participate in several campaigns this year, including 
Every School Every Child –AEU Federal Campaign 
Billboard launch in the electorate of Braddon, School 
gate action in the electorates of Bass and Braddon, 
mini–West Coast School Blitz, Secure Jobs, Worth 
Fighting for Campaign, Lifting Learning Campaign,  
and the ongoing EBA campaign.

Organisers continue to focus on their core business 
including developing reps’ skills and knowledge, 
recruiting new reps, increasing membership, supporting 
reps to hold sub-branch meetings, and supporting 
individual members with their issues. The workplace 
ranking system has ensured Organiser support and 
visit schedules are targeted and purposeful. Part of 
this core work also includes participating in Advisory 
Groups and contributing to the AEU Facebook pages.

 Alongside this core work, TAFE Organiser, Gerard 
Enniss has launched a mini HSR campaign to build 
more capacity in the TAFE sector, Central Organiser, 
Kathryn Lee has been supporting Social Workers  
and ESP’s, Michelle Rippon has been developing 
relationships with Youth Workers and is heading up 
the Women’s Committee, whilst Leeanne Clifford  
has maintained strong relationships with the relief 
teaching sector. Rowan Richardson and Kaspar Deane 
have been collaborating with new educators ensuring 
they are aware of their rights and entitlements, also 
participating in UTAS Orientation Week sessions 
providing our training teachers with essential information 
and connections with the AEU. 

The Organising Team continues striving to achieve the 
organisational purpose of the current strategic plan.

We recruit, retain, and organise educators, using  
our collective power to improve public education  
policy, increase respect for educators, and secure  
better working and learning conditions for members 
and students.
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Campaigns and Communications
Jon Stanger
Campaigns and Communications Team Leader

The year 2021-2022 has been one of highs and lows 
for the Campaigns and Communications Team, as it 
has for many of the AEU members we serve. Given  
a break from intense COVID-19 responses in the 
second half of 2021, we were able to focus once again 
on core campaigns across DoE and TasTAFE sectors.

Of course the end of 2021 saw us returning to a major 
focus on COVID-19 Health and Safety, followed by a 
Federal Election and reinvigoration of the DoE Lifting 
Learning campaign.

The members of the Campaigns and Communications 
Team have remained unchanged across the reporting 
year and at 30 June 2022 are as follows:

      

Digital Infrastructure

AEU Tasmania digital infrastructure is a powerful asset 
with huge potential to improve member interactions 
with their union and grow our organisation with 
increased efficiency. Years of investment, both 
financial and human capital find us in an enviable 
position for an organisation of our size.

I would like to take the opportunity to recognise the 
contributions of Paul Kimbell, AEU Digital Officer,  
and Ruby Clifford, Membership Officer, in developing, 
maintaining and utilising our Customer Relationship 
Management database, website, and other digital 
assets that place us where we are now.

The updated AEU website ensures only members can 
access vital resources, including Fact Sheets and 
campaign materials. It has been a significant success, 
with thousands of members logging in to access 
resources and update their details.

The numbers, and a comparison with 2020-2021  
data tell the story below:

2020-2021 2021-2022 Change

Total Pageviews 70,718 115,750 +63.68%

Unique Pageviews 56,684 81,129 +43.13%

Homepage views (aeutas.org.au) 15,473 20,768 +34.22%

Facts and Resources (/help) 2,288 6,924 +202.62%

Join Online (/join) 3,268 4,769 +45.93%

Update details (/update) 783 3,921 +400.77%

Annotated salary scales (Fact Sheet) 13 (N/A) 2,748 Not comparable 
data

About the AEU (/about) 2,575 2,374 -7.8%

Name Position

Paul Kimbell Digital Officer

Harriet Binet Professional Officer

James Kitto
Digital Organiser/
Communications Officer

Jon Stanger
Campaigns and 
Communications  
Team Leader
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Our most popular website content, AEU Fact Sheets, 
are only available to members of the AEU – making 
this a member benefit rather than an open resource. 
This adds significant value to AEU Tasmania 
membership.

As well as continuing to update and refresh the AEU 
website, supporting the members-only space has 
required significant training, documentation and 
member support from the Digital Officer.

The functions and powers of the new members’ 
website are extensive, with searchable resources, 
surveys and event management all now within the 
AEU website rather than external platforms.

Once logged into the website on their device, AEU 
members can register for events, respond to surveys, 
engage with groups and communicate with staff and 
members without having to enter a name or any 
contact details – over time this will streamline member 
participation and reduce the time demands on members 
to engage with their union online.

The new AEU member website is synchronised with 
our member database, so members can access and 
update their information directly and membership 
team processes benefit from increased efficiency.

We have improved the synchronisation of data across 
our databases and communication platforms to improve 
the efficiency of member communication and empower 
AEU Organisers to communicate with members and 
Reps directly using email and SMS platforms, with 
up-to-date data.

There is ongoing maintenance and development work 
being undertaken on our databases, website and other 
communication platforms, and the Branch is very 
fortunate to have the skills of Paul Kimbell to manage 
this technical work with minimal outsourcing.

Campaigns

The second half of 2021 saw both TAFE and DoE 
sectors undertaking major campaigns – TasTAFE 

members fighting to keep their public sector positions 
and conditions, DoE members beginning the ‘Lifting 
Learning’ campaign to tackle excessive workloads and 
under-resourcing of public education.

These campaigns were to continue and escalate from 
the beginning of 2022, but of course the opening  
of borders and overwhelming effect of widespread 
COVID-19 in our workplaces and communities changed 
our work dramatically.

Advocacy on health and safety in the face of a pandemic 
became the main focus across the end of 2021, summer 
Term break and Term 1 of 2022. Despite their claims, 
the State Government and DoE were unprepared and 
education workplaces were not COVID-safe. Advocacy 
in union saw significant health and safety improvements 
that in 2021 had been rejected, however supporting 
members through this time remained the bulk of AEU work.

As we approached Term 2, 2022, it was essential that 
core campaigns return to focus, and the Lifting Learning 
campaign was reinvigorated along with Federal 
Election campaigns focused on achieving full funding 
for public schools and colleges, and rebuilding TAFE.

Save TasTAFE

Faced with expulsion from their public service positions 
and an anti-worker national industrial framework in the 
‘Fair Work Act’, TasTAFE members became heavily 
involved in the campaign to ‘Save TasTAFE’ from the 
Liberal Government’s privatisation agenda.

Workplace organising, petitions, letter writing, meetings, 
advertising and Stop Work Action were all employed to 
demonstrate the level of concern in the community 
and workforce about the Liberal Government’s 
misguided attack on TasTAFE and their staff.

Information flyers, fact checks, comprehensive briefing 
documents, websites, online petitions, posters, 
submissions and other materials were prepared and 
distributed to fuel the member campaign. More TasTAFE 
members engaged in the campaign than we have seen 



in recent times, with hundreds writing letters to MLCs 
and stopping work to join demonstrations and meetings.

Ultimately, despite all the best efforts of members to 
inform Upper House Members of the Legislative Council 
in particular, the Government’s TasTAFE laws were 
passed through Parliament and TasTAFE members 
have been removed from the public service to be 
employed under the national Fair Work system. However, 
significant guarantees and concessions were won from 
the State Government in the process and significant 
community and workforce concern was clearly expressed.

TasTAFE members deserve much congratulation and 
respect for taking such a strong stand in the face of a 
concerted attack from the most powerful figures and 
groupings in Tasmania. They did themselves and their 
colleagues proud and showed impressive solidarity.
TAFE campaigns continued into the Federal Election 
and the provision of support and information to 
members as the implementation of the changes 
approached, with plans for protecting and maintaining 
conditions under the Fair Work Act developed for 
implementation in the second half of 2022 and beyond.

Lifting Learning for Every Child

The huge DoE member engagement built in the 
development of the AEU Teachers Log of Claims 
continued in the launch of the Lifting Learning campaign 
in Term 3 and 4 of 2021. The Log of Claims, summary 
flyers and posters supported Sub-Branch meetings and 
workplace actions that ensured members understood 
what the campaign was about and could demonstrate 
their support for significant improvements to working 
and learning conditions.

Term 4 especially saw ‘Seeing Red’ actions and walkouts 
occur across our DoE workplaces and members began 
telling their stories of how staffing shortages, under-
resourcing and a lack of support for students was 
affecting student learning and educator workloads.

Principal members were engaged to identify how 
widespread and critical staff shortages had become, 

with a lack of relief teacher availability, unfilled vacancies, 
student teachers filling gaps on LATs, collapsed classes 
and teachers outside of their specialty areas all identified 
as major concerns in Term 3, 2021.

Member action and participation in active research 
supported media publicity to ensure the community and 
Government were made aware of how critical staffing 
issues had become in public education, along with the 
solutions educators were putting forward in union.

It was member stories that formed the compelling and 
professional ‘Lifting Learning Prospectus’ report 
developed through Term 4, 2021, and refined further in 
2022. This document expanded on the Log of Claims 
developed by AEU members with the member stories 
and evidence that supports our strong case for change.

Education Support Personnel (ESP) and Allied Health 
Professional (AHP) members started contributing to 
the development of their Log of Claims towards the 
end of 2021 and through the first half of 2022. 
Negotiations on ESP and AHP Agreements were due 
to begin before the end of Term 2, 2022.

The Lifting Learning campaign and corresponding 
negotiations on the DoE Teachers Agreement were 
significantly disrupted by the opening of boarders and 
widespread COVID-19 infections across schools and 
colleges. The AEU Tasmania Branch Executive approved 
a member ballot on a short-term Teachers Agreement 
to deliver a pay rise due in March 2022, along with a 
temporary COVID-19 measure to respond to extreme 
teacher shortages, made worse by COVID-19 absences.

Here’s how members voted on the 2021 Teachers 
Agreement, with Branch Executive recommending a 
‘Yes’ vote:

 
 
 

Eligible members 4,102

Votes completed 1,804

Percentage voted 44%

Voted ‘YES’ 1,696 (94%)

22
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The short-term Agreement included a commitment for 
parties to continue negotiations without pause, from  
1 April 2022. While COVID-19 and a member ballot on 
the short-term Agreement disrupted and delayed both 
the Lifting Learning campaign and negotiations, work 
continued on the Lifting Learning campaign in Term  
2, along with an intense Federal Election campaign 
designed to secure the funding required for Lifting 
Learning solutions put forward by members.

Federal Election 2022

Voters were provided with a clear choice when it came 
to public education and the 2022 Federal Election. The 
Morrison Liberal Government had demonstrated no 
commitment or interest in addressing funding inequities 
and the persistent underfunding of public schools and 
colleges. Alternative parties had positions supporting 
100% of the minimum Schooling Resource Standard 
funding for every public school, college and student.
As directed by Branch Council, the AEU Campaigns and 
Communication team worked with the AEU federal office 
to raise awareness among members and other voters of 
Government’s record and positions of alternative parties.
Primarily, the AEU campaign focused on the overall 
failure of the Morrison Government to adequately  
fund public education, but this was also translated to 
individual school funding shortfalls and what that 
meant in terms of staffing shortfalls. This information 
was printed in brochures and targeted social media 
advertising, particularly focused on the marginal seats 
of Bass and Braddon.

The election information and materials were supported 
by targeted workplace visits that also engaged members 
in the Lifting Learning campaign that would continue 
through the election campaign and beyond.

As well as significant media coverage, advertising 
included Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Google Ads, 
digital newspapers, newspaper print ads, a mobile 
billboard and radio spots.

Communications

Member engagement has remained strong through 
email and social media, trending up significantly across 
the 2021-22 year. The increased use of SMS to support 
member engagement has clearly added to the engagement 
of other channels rather than replacing it, and this 
engagement supporting the organising and member 

support work of the AEU is strengthening the AEU.

Email remains the primary form of communication 
with AEU members, including several big issues of the 
eReporter electronic newsletter throughout the year. 
Text messaging has been used for very important 
communication and quick feedback opportunities.

The AEU Tasmania social media channels continue  
to achieve good levels of engagement and Facebook 
member groups have increased in size and engagement 
over the year. They can all be found through the 
‘Groups’ tab on the AEU Tasmania Facebook page: 
facebook.com/aeutasmania/groups
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Member and Campaign Emails  
(2021-2022 financial year)

Bulk emails sent  
(over 10 recipients) 193

Average number  
of recipients 1139

Average open rate 38%

Average click rate 14%

Facebook followers    Growth

1 July 2021 30 June 2022

5312 5,630 6%

Communication by Numbers
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Member Support Centre (MSC) Report
Steven Smith 
Senior Industrial Advocate 

2021/2022 has been a challenging period for 
member support. In the last financial year, there 
were 6 months when we opened over 100 cases per 
month, with a peak of 142 in November 2021.

We opened 1,209 cases this financial year and 1,071 
cases last financial year. We currently have 
approximately 500 open cases. We estimate that 
around 350 are active.

We have also provided a significant level of support 
regarding the fight against the removal of TAFE from 
within the State Service out into the Fair Work realm.  
And regarding forcing TAFE to develop proper 
replacement policies.  In part our criticism of the 
disciplinary and code of conduct policies developed by 
TAFE lead to their Board rejecting an early version as 
not being consistent with TAFE values.

Bharti and Mitch continue to support members 
successfully and contribute to Union values and 
workplace morale. Their skills and confidence continue 
to develop. I note Bharti is doing well in her Masters.  
Mitch has been putting time aside each week to 
develop our understanding of Fair Work.

The last financial year was challenging, we have 
prioritised member matters and continued to provide 
direct and effective support to members.   

As the year comes to an end, we expect that TAFE will 
continue to disproportionately require more time that 
the DoE sector as we develop our expertise in relation 
to Fair Work matters. We will be monitoring our work 
levels carefully to ensure that should we need more 
resources that we request them, at this point we are 
optimistic that we will be able to maintain and we hope 
improve our support for individual members and in 
regard to wider issues.

ED5 and Registration matters

We are currently supporting 27 members in regard to 
ED5 allegations and 2 in relation to TRB investigations.  
At the end of the last financial year, we were supporting 

14 members with ED5 allegations and 2 in relation to 
TRB investigations.

Our perception is that this is in part due to the historical 
matters and due to the departments new preference 
to go to an ED5 where they may have.

Last year we reported that the most significant 
development over the last 12 months had been the 
impact of a number of historical ED5 processes 
commenced by the department. We are seeing less 
historical issues. However, we note that in regard to 
one member who was subject of a historical ED5 that 
another historical issue was raised that was wholly 
unrelated giving rise to another ED5. We suspect that 
the Inquiry may have stimulated people who had not 
previously raised issues to consider bringing them up 
now. There is only this one matter that we are aware of 
that looks like it addresses an issue not even raised in 
the past.

We have however noted that issues of concern do 
appear to be subject to a more deliberate analysis and 
the default now appears to be towards doing more 
rather than less.

The department is prioritising historical matters, which 
is appropriate as in most cases there was an earlier 
process that was traumatic enough for our members. 
However, this gives little comfort to those members 
and delaying the others is frustrating for members 
facing matters arising now.   

Individual Member Cases

In the overview we provided some figures regarding our 
case load. In the pie chart (following page) you will notice 
that the types of cases are dominated by issues relating 
to employment contracts, entitlements and leave.    

From a workload perspective however, disputes/
grievances/complaints and investigations and workers 
compensation matters continue to dominate our time. 
Our expectation is that they will continue to do so.  
This perspective is supported by the fact that 
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Workplace Relations continue to review old complaints 
and investigations to ascertain if they were fully and 
properly resolved or not.

It is pleasing that COVID in comparison is down at 2.33%, 
they were at 15% last year. It is inevitable that this 
proportion will increase next year as the borders open.

 In preparing this report we have identified that it 
would be informative to know which sector cases 
arise from. Anecdotally my impression is that most 
cases relating to employment contracts/FTP/
Conversion arise from issues facing Teachers 
Assistants. This will also help us to spot any trends of 
concern and look at how to address those.  

We are not of the view that there have been any 
unexpected trends of concern this year. The increase 
in ED5 processes was expected, issues with hours and 
conversion for Teacher Assistants was due to changes 
over the last couple of years as the department following 
AEU pressure took steps to increase permanent hours.

We will highlight a few successes

We successfully supported a relief teacher member to 
obtain maternity leave. She is the first relief teacher to 
obtain maternity leave that we are aware of. 
We supported a member in relation to their not being 
paid on a snow day. They have now been paid and the 
department is changing its policy to address situations 

where an employee can neither go to their school or 
an alternative site.

We successfully supported a member who obtained 
an ESS position to negotiate to be started on the top 
salary level.

We applied to the TIC in relation to libraries officers 
who were not being paid the correctional facilities 
allowance. At the TIC the department conceded, and 
our members are to be paid the allowance and will 
receive back pay.

We successfully supported an assistant principal to 
obtain higher duties allowance after this had initially 
been denied. 

We successfully supported two members to be allowed to 
delay obtaining COVID vaccine. Both had relatively unique 
situation and intended to get vaccinated in due course. 

We successfully supported a teacher who was 
accused of actions that could have led to an ED5, to 
respond to the allegations. There will not now be an 
ED5. In another matter the teacher was given a lawful 
and reasonable direction and the matter was 
concluded without his receiving an ED5

Supported 5 support staff whose pay was delayed to 
receive offline payments.

Successfully supported a member who was paid HDA 
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and then received a claim that he had been overpaid.  
His situation was very unusual the department had for 
some reason determined that he had declined the AST 
role he was being paid HDA for. We persuaded the 
Department to waive the amount that they claimed he 
was overpaid. I note that he had acted as an AST and 
had acted to his detriment by spending the overpayment 
he legitimately thought he was entitled to.  

We have had a few underpayment wins, one member 
got around $6,000, having been on the wrong scale 
and another $14,000.

We have successfully supported a number of members 
to access communicable diseases leave and COVID 
leave that was initially refused.

We assisted a member to have her LSL from QLD 
transferred to DoE. The department was not aware of 
the law requiring them to do this. We suspect that it 
was the first time that our department had to deal with 
a request in this respect.

We assisted a member to obtain LWOP that was 
initially denied.

We assisted a member to persuade DoE to substantially 
reduce the scope of a lawful and reasonable direction.  
The original had been excessive as it addressed 
matters outside the actual behaviour being addressed.

We note that two members we are supporting in 
relation to returning to work after suffering workplace 
psychological injuries have been successfully 
supported to return to work. In both cases, our 
involvement was crucial to the process as we had to 
focus the department on the relevant issues.

The TRB withdrew a letter requiring explanation from a 
member related to an offence after we challenged the 
basis of the investigation as the offence was not one 
that required reporting.

We have supported a member to move schools and 
return to work post a successfully defended ED5.

We supported a teacher whose laptop was broken by 
accident at home. He was invoiced 50% of the repair 
cost. We raised the issue with workplace relations. They 
confirmed that the teacher should not be charged for 

the laptop repair costs. DoE advised the school of the 
same. We note and appreciate the members subsequent 
message “thank you very much for taking up this issue 
on my behalf. I appreciate your time and effort.”

We supported a member to put in a workers compensation 
claim following their being subjected to repeated 
verbal assaults and threats of violence. The member 
has reported through her organiser “Once again, thank 
you so much for all your support, Bharti. I genuinely 
couldn’t have done it without you.”

 We persuaded the Secretary to stop an ED5 brought 
against a Teacher arising from a relationship with 
another employee (adult), as we explained how the 
activity of concern was not consensual. We believe 
that the Secretary did not consider the question of 
consent until we raised it and provided him with a copy 
section 2A of the Criminal Code that sets out what is 
consent and what is inconsistent with consent.

National Involvement

We have continued to participate in the AEU OHS 
group and AEU legal group exchanging information 
and having input in relation to a variety of matters. 
Steven attended the launch of an online bargaining 
tool produced by the ACTU primarily for use in the Fair 
Work jurisdiction. The timing of the release of this is 
from our perspective perfect given TAFE.

We have been engaging with AEU and ACTU processes 
regarding the ACTU making submissions to Safe Work 
regarding reporting of psychological injuries and 
harassment. It has been impressive to see the ACTU 
bring the OHS group and the women’s group together 
to ensure a fully considered position is developed and 
articulated.

We have participated in a discussion hosted by Accenture 
who are consulting with stakeholders including the 
ACTU regarding the Safe Work Australia national WHS 
strategy. We made comments to support mental 
health injuries to be a focus. This position was also 
taken by Health Unions reps. We note that WorkSafe 
Tasmania’s current plan expires in 2023. Our understanding 
is that while Sexual Harassment will be a focus going 
forward psychological health is not. We assume this 
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reflects the State Government’s decision not to support 
changes in this respect at the Federal level.

Inquiry in relation to Child Sexual Abuse 
in Tasmanian Institutions

We were invited to make a submission to the Inquiry 
on behalf of our Branch. We reviewed our records, 
which required a significant effort from our OP’s team 
and conversations with some long-standing members 
and Malcom Upston who was Senior Industrial Officer 
for most of the relevant period.

Our submission was broad reporting on the limited 
information we have about prior matters. We attempted 
to focus the inquiry on positive steps that will help with 
future matters, such as having properly trained staff to 
interview children in relation to these matters. Our report 
and Steven’s appearance to give oral evidence did not 
cause any controversy and appear to have been well 
received.

Our focus in this space now moves to doing our best 
to ensure that the anticipated “safeguarding officers”, 
are adequately trained and resourced.  

Anti-Discrimination Matter - Success

It is with great joy we report on the success of our 
application with HACSU that established that the State 
Government allowed senior bureaucrats to discriminate 
against State Government employees. The Tribunal 
accepted the evidence of Andrew Butler, Robbie Moore 
of HACSU and two other HACSU witnesses. It basically 
determined that instructing managers to determine 
access to leave depending on whether the employee 
wanted to attend the stop work meeting or not, was 
discriminatory.

The decision does assist us in working out how to take 
industrial action so as to minimise negative 

consequences. We are working with Jon and his team 
to be ready to support the campaign to improve 
conditions and pay. 

TAFE

We have worked to support the efforts to persuade 
parliament not to pass the Bill and since to make the 
transfer work as best possible for Educators and to 
bring all Educators under the transferred state 
agreement (TSA). We highlight our research for the 
upper house campaign in particular attempting to 
ensure that the understood the false reassurance of 
the misnamed BOOT test.

We applied in April to the TIC for orders relating to the 
provision of new employment policies from TAFE for 
the new Entity. This resulted in TAFE providing policies 
for consultation. A highlight was that following our 
criticism of the first draft code of conduct, the TAFE 
board had rejected it as it did not accord with TAFE 
“values”.  The process of TAFE changing policies 
continues. It will become apparent how much they 
intend to use the Fair Work system to terminate 
employees as time goes on.

We also have applied to the Fair Work Tribunal for an 
order that new employees post 1 July 2022 be 
employed on the TSA. The only previous applications 
in this respect have been from employers, we 
therefore do not have much guidance as to how the 
Tribunal will act. We are quietly optimistic; however, 
TAFE has made it clear that they will strongly resist the 
application.

Over the last 3 months of the financial year Mitch 
commenced a half day a week focus on learning about 
the Fair Work jurisdiction. He will be looking to brief 
Bharti and I and organisers over the next year in regard 
to how best to utilise Fair Work provisions to support 
our TAFE members.

Appearances

We have appeared in the Tasmanian Industrial 
Commission (TIC) on a number of occasions, 
appeared in the Anti-Discrimination Tribunal (ADT), 
and before the Fair Work Commission.
We have commented elsewhere where relevant.
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Enterprise Bargaining

We supported the TAFE bargaining in its efforts to 
improve terms and conditions and to secure a pay  
rise before 1 July 2022.  Steven was part of the 
negotiating team.

In regard to the DoE process, we continue to support 
the negotiating team as required.

School Psychologists
The changes sought to change the SOD for Senior 
School Psychologists and to create an AST equivalent 
position have been successful and the changes to the 
Award have been made. With hindsight a further change 
to the qualifications requirements for the AST position 
could make it more accessible to more of our psychologists. 
We will discuss this with our Psychologists group.

COVID
Like everyone else we are over COVID. We have 
continued to support members on a case by case 
basis and to work with David and Brian to advocate  
for a positive and considered approach from DoE.

In regard to members, we have taken a straightforward 
approach of looking at how to assist each with their 
issue, including advising where appropriate that the 
policies of DoE and TAFE are lawful. While we have 
lost some members as the Union has not opposed the 
vaccine and mask mandates, overwhelmingly members 
have been positive about their support from the AEU.

We remain concerned that the current COVID leave 
arrangements in the State Service Regulations will be 
removed as the State Government increasingly views 
COVID as an old issue. Disappointingly we are informed 
that the current Work Safe board are highly unlikely to 
support any changes to the Workers Rehabilitation 
and Compensation Act, that would deem COVID caught 
by Teachers to be a compensable injury.  

Workers Compensation
Workers’ compensation matters remain a significant 
part of our case load. Mental Health related matters 
continue to dominate. The department continues to 
take an aggressive approach to claims making 81A 

applications whenever they have any prospect of 
success. In relation to other claims, they also continue 
to critically review requests for treatment. Far too 
often rejecting without having a medical basis to do so.
On a positive note, we note that current lack of Educators 
appears to have made the department work more 
constructively on returning to work successfully.

We note DoE’s key data Annual Report released in 
June is of concern. These figures relate to made 
claims and we believe that there are many more 
teachers under extreme stress and anxiety who do  
not make claims but soldier on for the kids.

It is our intention to in the second half of this financial 
year to focus on engaging with the department to 
improve its approach to managing claims. While we 
have the current government, we are not of the view 
that looking for more systemic issues is going to 
achieve any positive change. We will use the national 
focus on mental health injuries in the workplace to 
support our approach.

Fact sheets
We have reviewed and updated all our fact sheets over 
the last two years and have commenced updating 
them again. We will be adding a new one shortly 
regarding Long COVID. It will focus on how to maximise 
your chance of a successful workers compensation claim.

Team
Mitch and Bharti continue to be positively engaged 
with supporting members and the AEU. They manage 
to work very well together and I do not appear to cause 
too many issues. I have nothing but praise for their 
motivation and maturity. Bharti has gone well in her 
studies and appears confident going forward that she 
will get her Masters of Laws. Mitch has this year 
started to focus on the Fair Work environment so that 
we can support TAFE members effectively going forward.

We continue to manage them to keep them interested 
and continue to develop their skills so that they 
continue to feel that they are growing their capacities 
and achieving positive results for members. I try to live 
up to their standards. 

Psychological injury claims  2020  2021

All staff total  54  84 (55.5% increase)

Teaching staff total  39  53 (35.8% increase)
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Appendix 1
Attendance at Branch Executive meetings in 2020-21

Member 2021 2022

23-Jul 13-Aug 3-Sep 15-Oct 15-Nov 6-Dec 18-Feb 28-Feb* 18-Mar 8-Apr 2-May 2-Jun* 17-Jun

BAILEY, Simon     

BUGG, Claire         

COOMBES, Terri             

CORNELIUS, Lucie           

GENFORD, David             

JACKSON, Mandy          

JALES, Alison           

JANSEN-MUNDAY, Nanna           

OLDFIELD, Shane          

RUSSELL, Laura           

YOUNG, Peter             

     
* Denotes extraordinary meetings
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Appendix 2 
Attendance at Branch Council meetings in 2020-21 
 

Branch Council Members 2020 2021
17-Sep 22-Nov 25-Mar 27-Jun

ALLEN, Ian  N/A
ADAMS, Tanya   N/A
ANDERSON, Rachel  N/A
BAILEY, Simon  N/A
*BARTHOLOMEW, Lisa N/A
BREWER, Deb  N/A
BROAD, James    N/A
BUGG, Claire   N/A
CLIFFORD, Nicolas N/A
COATES, Joy    N/A
COOMBES, Terri    N/A
CORNELIUS, Lucie    N/A
DEVEREUX, Lucy  N/A
DJAKIC, Murat    N/A
DUNCAN, David    N/A
DUNCAN, Lauren   N/A
FODEN, Susan   N/A
FOGG, Samuel   N/A
FRECH, Nicolas N/A
GEALE, Sallyann   N/A
GENFORD, David    N/A
GREEVES, Rebecca   N/A
GRIFFIN, Heather  N/A
HABERLE, Raymond   N/A
HICKS, Peter  N/A
HOLGATE, Barbara N/A
JACKSON, Mandy    N/A
**JALES, Alison    N/A
JANSEN-MUNDAY, Nanna    N/A
KING, Belinda    N/A

MEETING ADJOURNED.

^ resigned 25.10.2021

^^resigned 1.9.22
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Branch Council Members 2020 2021
17-Sep 22-Nov 25-Mar 27-Jun

***KING, Harriet N/A
LAIRD-VALENTINE, Margaret   N/A
LOONE, Simone N/A
MULCASTER, Ann-Maree   N/A
MCKINNON, Cameron  N/A
OLDFIELD, Shane  N/A
PAPWORTH, Hannah   N/A
PARK, Georgia N/A
PRESTON, Matthew N/A
REVELL-COOK, Peter-Maree    N/A
^RICHARDSON, Rowan N/A
RUSSELL, Laura    N/A
^^SABOL, Tristan  N/A
SIMPSON, Bradley N/A
STEVENS, Jo   N/A
SMIT, Henk    N/A
TAYLOR, Lisa    N/A
THOLLAR, Fiona N/A
^^^THOMAS, Ryan   N/A
VICKERS, Dianne   N/A
VON SAMORZEWSKI, Damien N/A
WATSON, Tania  N/A
WICKHAM, Marney    N/A
WRIGHT, Benjamin N/A
YOUNG, Peter    N/A

 

MEETING ADJOURNED.

^^^resigned 1.9.22

*resigned 18.11.21

**resigned 20.8.22

***resigned 22.2.2022
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Appendix 3
Statement of Comprehensive Income for the Period Ended 30 June 2022

 

TThhee  aaccccoommppaannyyiinngg  nnootteess  ffoorrmm  ppaarrtt  ooff  tthheessee  ffiinnaanncciiaall  ssttaatteemmeennttss..    

AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAANN  EEDDUUCCAATTIIOONN  UUNNIIOONN  TTAASSMMAANNIIAANN  BBRRAANNCCHH  

SSTTAATTEEMMEENNTT  OOFF  CCOOMMPPRREEHHEENNSSIIVVEE  IINNCCOOMMEE  

FFOORR  TTHHEE  PPEERRIIOODD  EENNDDEEDD  3300  JJUUNNEE  22002222  
  
  

 NNootteess  22002222  22002211  
   $$  $$  
RREEVVEENNUUEE  3   

Membership subscriptions  3,619,063 3,524,672 
Board sitting fees  - - 
Investment income and interest  59,778 153,885 
Rental revenue  25,669 23,876 
Other revenue  18,114 14,291 
Capitation fees and other revenue from another  
reporting unit 

 
- - 

Revenue from recovery of wages activity  - - 
Levies  - - 

TTOOTTAALL  RREEVVEENNUUEE    33,,772222,,662244  33,,771166,,772244  
        
OOTTHHEERR  IINNCCOOMMEE     

Grants and/or donations  - - 
Net movement in managed investments  (44,213) 31,780 
Net gains from sale of assets  - 17,295 
COVID-19 Assistance  - 99,996 

TTOOTTAALL  OOTTHHEERR  IINNCCOOMMEE    ((4444,,221133))  114499,,007711  
TTOOTTAALL  IINNCCOOMMEE    33,,667788,,441111  33,,886655,,779955  
    
EEXXPPEENNSSEESS      

Employee expenses 4(a) 2,469,479 2,300,032 
Capitation fees and other expense to another  
reporting unit 4(b) 193,052 200,908 
Affiliation fees 4(c) 95,531 87,905 
Administration expenses 4(d) 532,850 682,742 
Grants or donations 4(e) 6,500 5,000 
Depreciation and amortisation 4(f) 195,531 169,571 
Interest expense  782 1,322 
Legal costs 4(g) 1,716 41,633 
Net losses from sale of assets  - - 
Other expenses 4(h) 54,831 11,500 

TTOOTTAALL  EEXXPPEENNSSEESS    33,,555500,,227722  33,,550000,,661133  
SSUURRPPLLUUSS  FFOORR  TTHHEE  YYEEAARR    112288,,113399  336655,,118822  
OOTTHHEERR  CCOOMMPPRREEHHEENNSSIIVVEE  IINNCCOOMMEE    - - 
TTOOTTAALL  CCOOMMPPRREEHHEENNSSIIVVEE  IINNCCOOMMEE  FFOORR  TTHHEE  YYEEAARR    112288,,113399  336655,,118822  
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Appendix 4

Statement of Fiancial Position as at 30 June 2022

 

TThhee  aaccccoommppaannyyiinngg  nnootteess  ffoorrmm  ppaarrtt  ooff  tthheessee  ffiinnaanncciiaall  ssttaatteemmeennttss..    

AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAANN  EEDDUUCCAATTIIOONN  UUNNIIOONN  TTAASSMMAANNIIAANN  BBRRAANNCCHH  

SSTTAATTEEMMEENNTT  OOFF  FFIINNAANNCCIIAALL  PPOOSSIITTIIOONN  

AASS  AATT  3300  JJUUNNEE  22002222  
 
 

 NNootteess  22002222  22002211  
   $$  $$  
AASSSSEETTSS     
CCUURRRREENNTT  AASSSSEETTSS     

Cash and cash equivalents 5(a) 1,419,249 1,063,866 
Trade and other receivables 5(b) 132,682 133,951 

TTOOTTAALL  CCUURRRREENNTT  AASSSSEETTSS    11,,555511,,993311  11,,119977,,881177  
     

NNOONN--CCUURRRREENNTT  AASSSSEETTSS     
Land and buildings 6(a) 1,924,287 1,981,649 
Plant and equipment 6(b) 83,136 96,404 
Motor vehicles 6(c) 135,619 199,896 
Work in progress 6(d) - - 
Intangibles 6(e) 81,513 97,769 
Right-of-use assets 6(f) 18,687 40,237 
Other financial assets 6(g) 2,924,022 2,908,457 

TTOOTTAALL  NNOONN--CCUURRRREENNTT  AASSSSEETTSS    55,,116677,,226644  55,,332244,,441122  
TTOOTTAALL  AASSSSEETTSS    66,,771199,,119955  66,,552222,,222299  
     

LLIIAABBIILLIITTIIEESS     
CCUURRRREENNTT  LLIIAABBIILLIITTIIEESS     

Trade payables 7(a) 73,622 102,928 
Other payables 7(b) 111,604 94,948 
Employee provisions  8 170,807 197,599 
Lease liabilities 6(f) 19,410 41,275 

TTOOTTAALL  CCUURRRREENNTT  LLIIAABBIILLIITTIIEESS    337755,,444433  443366,,775500  
    

NNOONN--CCUURRRREENNTT  LLIIAABBIILLIITTIIEESS     
Employee provisions 8 192,249 62,115 
Other non-current liabilities 9 4,877 4,877 
Lease liabilities 6(f) - - 

TTOOTTAALL  NNOONN--CCUURRRREENNTT  LLIIAABBIILLIITTIIEESS    119977,,112266  6666,,999922  
TTOOTTAALL  LLIIAABBIILLIITTIIEESS    557722,,556699  550033,,774422  
NNEETT  AASSSSEETTSS    66,,114466,,662266  66,,001188,,448877  
    

EEQQUUIITTYY     
Retained profits        10(a) 4,679,196 4,551,057 
Reserves  10(c) 1,467,430 1,467,430 

TTOOTTAALL  EEQQUUIITTYY    66,,114466,,662266  66,,001188,,448877  



(03) 6234 9500aeutas.org.ausupport@aeutas.org.au


